Spelling List C-15
/k/

Spelling Words
1. cabin
2. park
3. week
4. crack
5. rocket
6. ticket
7. ache
8. insect
9. freckles
10. collapse
11. comics
12. second
13. quick
14. camera

Review Words
16. there
17. their
18. they're

Challenge Words
19. breakfast

About Your Spelling Words
Each of this week's spelling words has the /k/ sound. This is the sound you hear at the end of the word duck.
The /k/ sound can be spelled a few different ways.
- k, as in kite
- c, as in card
- ck, as in duck

▷ Read the words below. Which four have the /k/ sound?

cheese  century  candy  ace
bark  orchid  clever  center
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